
St. Michael’s Home Learning Timetable
W/C: 5.7.21 Year group: Year 3

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Collective Worship
Aspirations

Collective Worship
Aspirations

Collective Worship
Aspirations
Mrs Rigby's Weekly Assembly (video
link on GC)

Collective Worship
Aspirations

Collective Worship
Aspirations

English
Grammar Focus - Word Types

English - Watch video of new
text ‘Journey’

https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=DRsmuveKWuk

Guided Reading/Phonics

Vocabulary focus
Inference focus

English
GOOGLE MEET - 9:30AM

Grammar Focus - Word types

English - Write a paragraph for the
opening of ‘Journey

Guided Reading/Phonics

Vocabulary focus
Inference focus

English
GOOGLE MEET - 9:30AM

Grammar Focus - punctuation

English -  Using different sentence
openers and expanded noun
phrases, write a paragraph to

describe what type of world the girl
has visualised in her imagination.

Guided Reading/Phonics

Vocabulary focus
Inference focus

English
GOOGLE MEET - 9:30AM

Grammar Focus - punctuation

English -
Using different sentence openers and

expanded noun phrases, write a paragraph
to describe a scene from the story, ‘Journey’

Guided Reading/Phonics

Vocabulary focus
Inference focus

English

Grammar focus - main and
subordinate clauses

English - free write!
Write a story, poem, song,

non-chronological report, fact file,
anything you want!

Guided Reading - Reading
Eggs/Reading Eggspress assignment

https://readingeggs.co.uk/

Independent reading, access online learning platforms (TTRS, Reading Eggs, Reading Plus etc.)

Maths
Pre-recorded lesson

Retrieval questions - number and
place value

Recap lessons - number and place
value

Watch White Rose Vimeos, answer

Maths
GOOGLE MEET - 11AM

Retrieval - addition and subtraction

Recap lesson - addition and
subtraction

3 digit +/- 3digit numbers using
column method

Maths
Pre-recorded lesson

Retrieval - addition and subtraction

3 digit +/- 3digit numbers using
column method - word problems to
be completed using RUCSAC method

Watch White Rose Viemos and

Maths
GOOGLE MEET - 11AM

Retrieval - multiplication and division

Recap lesson - counting in 3s, 4s and 8s
Practise rapid recall of multiplication facts
and use to solve the commutative and the

inverse

Maths
GOOGLE MEET - 11AM

Retrieval - multiplication and
division

Recap lesson - multiplication and
division word problems and rapid

recall of multiplication facts.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRsmuveKWuk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRsmuveKWuk
https://readingeggs.co.uk/


questions and complete challenge After live lesson, watch White Rose
Viemos and complete activities on

Google Slides

complete activities on Google Slides After live lesson, watch White Rose Viemos
and complete activities on Google Slides

After live lesson, watch White Rose
Viemos and complete activities on

Google Slides

Science
GOOGLE MEET  - 1PM
Re-visit parts of a plant and
their functions

PE – Cosmic Yoga

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=xlg052EKMtk&t=1s

GOOGLE MEET - Story Time at 3pm

Spanish
Re-visit numbers and colours.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zzhHrQbHZMA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zpLQSdu4V94

PE - Just Dance!
https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=xX1OZ75ECOc

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=eughyYPoExk

History
GOOGLE MEET  - 1PM

Retrieval - mixed questions about
Stone Age, Bronze Age, Iron Age
and Roman Empire

Ancient Egypt - Talk about what we
have learned so far.
Mind map on Google Classroom
about facts remembered from
Lesson 1, 2 and 3.
Recap lessons using Opening
Worlds powerpoint

PE - Circuit Training
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZZ_NVJDqa1Q

Geography
GOOGLE MEET  - 1PM

Retrieval - mixed questions about
continents and compass points

Rivers - Talk about what we know so far.
Children to make a glossary of terms
learned so far.
Recap lessons using Opening Worlds
powerpoint

PE - gymnastics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7Dq
vjhrcNs

Screen free time

Do something creative!
Watch a movie

Rest
Bake something

Spend some time with your family.

Independent reading, access online learning platforms (TTRS, Reading Eggs, Reading Plus etc.)
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